Online Coaching Ensures better
success in MBA Entrance
correct path takes one to his goal, similarly, to be successful in
MBA entrance exams; the path lies with online coaching of Route
2 MBA.
Not only for cracking CAT, MAT, XAT but also for other job related
competitive examination one has to be well versed with online education
as almost all competitive exams are already in online mode or moving
towards it.

Self-paced learning module - Set your own speed for studies.
l
Builds better knowledge which leads to confidence and thus better
l
success.
Queries are answered online within 24 hours.
l
l

Are your fees economical?
Yes. Our fee is only Rs 5000. It is possible because in a normal class, a
faculty teaches 50-60 students & charges Rs 2000 as his lecture fees
whereas in case of online lecture, 2000 students attend the lecture and
thus cost of faculty is only Re 1 per student. And for a repeat revision
lecture, our faculty obviously does not charge extra.
Are you trying to replace traditional coaching classes?
No. We are supplementing them, though our online lectures & tests are
more than sufficient.
For eg. A student undergoing normal coaching class can enroll with us &
attend the lectures or tests multiple times for revision because in a
coaching class once a lecture is over , its over forever. There is no chance
for re-attending it whereas with Route 2 MBA, you can re-attend lectures
as well as practice tests on 3 occasions.

Today, because of technology support, we can webcast online lectures
of reputed faculties from Mumbai, Delhi Bangalore etc. to students all over
India including 2-tier, 3-tier cities like Kolhapur, Chandigarh, Indore, Surat,
Guwahati, Kochi etc. Online practice is necessary but comprehending
online is absolutely essential now and this is provided only by Route 2
MBA.

Can a student attend free session to understand the quality of
lectures and tests?
Yes. Free demo-lecture & demo-tests are provided on the site, which can
be attended to understand the quality of coaching.
Does a student have to enroll for all subjects?
No such restriction. Route 2 MBA offers different
packages, through which one can opt for lectures or
tests of the required subjects with reduced fees.

Why Is Route 2 MBA better than any other MBA testprep classes?
l
After online lectures, for revision, every lecture can

be attended three times for better understanding
and learning.

Only Verbal Ability
l
Only Quantitative Ability
l

l
Even one day before the exam you can re-attend the

Only Tests (Practice & Mock) for all subjects
l

required lectures.

Only Lectures for all subjects
l

l
Practice tests ensure reinforcement of learning.
l
Time saving - You can learn from home or

Other Institutions also give sessions for GD and PI,
what makes the GD-PI sessions of Route 2 MBA
different?

anywhere
l
Money saving - Pay once and attend lectures,

practice tests & mock tests 3 times

Senior industry experienced professionals are
l

l
Energy saving - Energy for commuting from home

to classes is saved.
l
Pause allowed - For unavoidable interruptions, you

can pause the lecture or test.
l
Convenient time - Working professionals can study
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late night or

on holidays.
l
Avoid late evening classes - Women in rural areas can study from

home.

there as panel members for GD/PI sessions.
After each live GD/PI session, discussion on each
l
participant's performance is done which helps
students to understand what would make them

successful.
l 10 live GD/PI sessions are pro-" vided.
l Senior faculties brief on the parameters for GD & PI

